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GAMINGDDR4

T-Force Gaming DDR4
DARK PRO X 8PACK

Now the T-FORCE series XTREEM and DARK PRO are certified by OCUK famous overclocking 

champion” 8 pack” to publish all the powerful specifications, which means these DRAM modules 

are all passed the serious stress performance test and quality insured to be the special 8 

packs and T-FORCE edition. No doubt and guaranteed will be the top notch!!

Below is the details and link: 8PACK

T-FORCE fit with OCUK, Powered and Certified by 8 pack

https://goo.gl/Zqvfa5


[ Awards and Reviews ]THE PC ENTHUSIAST

Provides absolute stability and reliability

T-FORCE DARK PRO DDR4-3000 16GB Review Dual Channel Kit - The T-FORCE DARK PRO DDR4 
memory series is a great memory kit that performs very well. It's great for a gaming PC, and it's also 
highly recommendable for system builders who want to build a system that performs smoothly. If you 
like how the DARK PRO series looks, then consider it on your next upgrade or build.<Read more>
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T-FORCE 's all-new Overclocking and Gaming memory series – DARK PRO is a high-performance 
memory module designed specifically for Skylake Z170 chipset, the next generation Intel platform. 
Developed and certified according to XMP 2.0 standard, DARK PRO provides absolute stability and 
reliability with laboratory-scale burn-in test and compatibility verification for major motherboard 
brands worldwide.
 
T-FORCE DARK PRO is built with high efficiency forged aluminum heat spreader. By 
matching red and gray nameplates to its low-profile iron gray, personal styles 
can be created. TEAMGROUP also leads the industry by releasing the 
ultra high-speed DDR4 3,333MHz with 8GB per DIMM. By 
using the Intel XMP technology, you are able to 
experience the thrill of DDR4's 
high-performance on the Skylake 
Z170 platform. It is an ideal 
upgrade platform and companion 
for performance seeking 
enthusiasts and professional 
gamer.



T-FORCE DARK PRO overclocking series is 
designed for those who pursuit high 
speed and excellent performance. They 
are also the best choice for professional 
gamers and overclockers.
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The best choice for professional
gamers and overclockers

** Desktop computer with functional DDR4 memory slots.

● Industry-leading DDR4 overclocking memory

● High-efficiency forged heat spreader

● Supports INTEL XMP 2.0

● Lifetime warranty

Specification

Module Type

Capacity

Frequency

CL-value

Working voltage

Heat Spreader

Warranty

Note

Item Specification

Data transfer
bandwidth

4GBx2 / 8GBx2

3600

28,800 MB/s

(PC4-28800)

CL16-16-16-36

3866

30,900 MB/s

(PC4-30900)

CL18-19-19-39

3200

25,600 MB/s

(PC4-25600)

CL14-14-14-31

1.35V

Aluminum heat spreader

Lifetime Warranty

With ASUS MAXIMUS VIII HERO

288 Pin Unbuffered DIMM Non ECC

4GBx2 / 8GBx2 / 16GBx2
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Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw

www.teamgroupinc.com

8GBx2

8GBx2

8GBx2

Team P/NDescription Color CapacityTimings/Voltage

TEAM DARK PRO UD-D4 3200

TEAM DARK PRO UD-D4 3600

TEAM DARK PRO UD-D4 3866

CL14-14-14-31 1.35V

CL16-16-16-36 1.35V

CL18-19-19-39 1.35V

TDPGD416G3200HC14ADC01

TDPGD416G3600HC16ADC01

TDPGD416G3866HC18GDC01

Gray




